UC Men’s Chorus
Matthew Coffey, director
Hye Yeon Kim, accompanist

Tenor I
Connor
Goodwin
Adam
Hesselbrock
Nick
Pham-Rider
Jared Smith
Noah Taylor

Tenor II
Javier Bahns
Evan Eskilson
Eric
Heidemann
Ben Hollar
Ian Marr
Gift Mayambi
Milan Parikh
Henry Siefried
Tristen Stoll

Bass I
Isaac Baxter
Sean Haffey
Tyler Hebb
Joe Kroger
Andrew Nash
Nick Robben
John Sprandel
Joe Wagner
Mitchell Webb

Bass II
Eddie Bender
Alex Bentley
Max Bush
Matt Kiel
Paul Moak
Jason Murray
Naav
Narayanan
Yifeng Qin

UC Cabaret Singers
Soprano
Sara Brogan
Aliesha
Caldwell
Anna England
Erin Fultz
Amanda Pace
Alison
Reynolds

Alto
Grace Eddy
Sarah Elchynski
Emmy Gentile
Roxanne
Jennings
Olivia Loparo
Rebecca
Thome
Elizabeth
Urban

Tenor
Javier Bahns
Daniel Blosser
Connor
Goodwin
Adam
Hesselbrock
Ben Hollar
Milan Parikh
Nick
Pham-Rider
Noah Taylor

Bass
Isaac Baxter
Jason Murray
Nick Robben
John Sprandel
Joe Wagner
Mitchell Webb

Wednesday, November 5, 2019
Corbett Auditorium
7:30 p.m.
I. UC Women's Chorus

Kaval Sviri
Because I am human
She
Panta Rhei

Petar Liondev (1937-2018)
Dale Trombore
Words and Music by Laura Mvula & Steve Brown
arr. Andrea Ramsey
Jim Papoulis

II. UC Men's Chorus

Sorida
Do You Fear the Wind?
If I Were a Dog
Goodbye, Then
arr. William C. Powell
Leland B. Sateren (1913-2007)
Paul John Rudoi (b. 1985)
Timothy C. Takach (b. 1978)
Alexandra Doyle, Bb Clarinet

III. UC Cabaret Singers

Hlohonolofatsa
Almighty and Everlasting God
Geantraí
O lux beata Trinitas
arr. Daniel Jackson (b. 1957)
Orlando Gibbons (1583-1625)
Michael McGlynn (b. 1964)

Soprano I
Anna England
Erin Fultz
Rachel Kuntz
Anna Laine
Amanda Pace
Aarti
Raghavachari
Alison
Reynolds
Abby Scorsone

Soprano II
Sara Brogan
Aliesha
Caldwell
Kimberly
Dryden
Sarah Elchynski
Alexandra
Engelhard
Natalie
Meredith
Kathleen
Moran
Kendall
Ressegue
Taylor Sachs
Angela Smith

Alto I
Elyse Bullen
Emily Fockler
Emerita Gentile
Eliza Harris
Yuka Imada
Olivia
Jacquemart
Olivia Loparo
Andrea Mays
Antonia
Mullins
Lauren Steele
Andrea Wallin
Anja
Zickafoose

Alto II
Grace Fischer
Jacqueline
Foley
Grace Eddy
Leah Joseph
Kyara King
Roxanne
Jennings
Anna
Schambow
Rebecca
Thome
Bernadette
Tucker
Elizabeth
Urban

I'll Be Seeing You arr. by Phil Mattson (1939 - 2019)
Unclouded Day from Heavenly Home: Three American Songs arr. by Shawn Kirchner (b. 1970)

-INTERMISSION-

IV. UC Women's Chorus

Frostianna
Molly Getsinger, director
Angela Lau, accompanist

Anna England
Erin Fultz
Rachel Kuntz
Anna Laine
Amanda Pace
Aarti
Raghavachari
Alison
Reynolds
Abby Scorsone
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Taylor Sachs
Angela Smith

Elyse Bullen
Emily Fockler
Emerita Gentile
Eliza Harris
Yuka Imada
Olivia
Jacquemart
Olivia Loparo
Andrea Mays
Antonia
Mullins
Lauren Steele
Andrea Wallin
Anja
Zickafoose

Grace Fischer
Jacqueline
Foley
Grace Eddy
Leah Joseph
Kyara King
Roxanne
Jennings
Anna
Schambow
Rebecca
Thome
Bernadette
Tucker
Elizabeth
Urban